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Abstract: This paper analyses whether international law permits collective countermeasures against states responsible for cyberattacks. In her opening address at CyCon 2019, Estonia’s President Kersti Kaljulaid presented Estonia’s view that ‘States which are not directly injured may apply countermeasures to support the state directly affected by the malicious cyber operation’. This view was rejected by France in its declaration of 9 September 2019 on how international law applies to cyber operations. Discussing the International Law Commission’s treatment of the legality of third-party countermeasures in its Articles on State Responsibility, the paper finds that the question was ultimately left open, given the unsettled status of customary law at that time. However, the Articles are formulated in such a way as to allow the application of lawful measures by not directly injured States, thus leaving room for developments in international law. Based on recent scholarship and examples of State practice, the paper finds that international law has indeed evolved since 2001 to permit collective countermeasures, but only insofar as third-party countermeasures against violations of collective obligations are concerned. In consequence, collective action by non-injured States against cyberattacks violating the sovereignty of a State or constituting an intervention in its internal affairs are not permitted under international law as it stands today. Lastly, the paper discusses whether international law may
recognise cyber-specific collective obligations and finds that the obligation to protect the ‘public core of the internet’ may be a good candidate for such a norm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Imagine the following scenario: State A suffers a series of cyberattacks against its critical infrastructure (electricity supply stations, public transportation, etc.). The attacks are attributed to State B, a much larger, technologically advanced and economically more powerful State. State A lacks the technical capacity to actively defend against the cyberattacks and fears that ‘offline’ countermeasures would not be effective if undertaken alone. Luckily, State A is part of a larger union of like-minded States and asks its partners for assistance in stopping the cyberattacks by adopting collective countermeasures against State B. After all, ‘[a]llies matter also in cyberspace’.

This or a similar scenario might have motivated Estonia’s President Kersti Kaljulaid to further the position that ‘States which are not directly injured may apply countermeasures to support the state directly affected by the malicious cyber operation’. While initial reactions from academia were positive, other States’ reactions were much more muted. The Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs’ letter of 5 July 2019 to the President of the House of Representatives setting out the Dutch government’s view of the international legal order in cyberspace does not mention the possibility of collective countermeasures at all, while the French document on international law applicable to cyber operations, perhaps the most elaborate reflection on the applicability of international law in cyberspace today, rules out the possibility
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of France taking part in collective countermeasures based on the view that under current international law such measures may only be taken by the victim State.5

This paper aims to examine whether current international law today permits the application of countermeasures not only by the State-victim of a cyberattack, but also by non-injured States as a ‘solidarity measure’ to induce the responsible State to abide by international law. The paper is in four parts. First, it will explore the drafting history and current text of the International Law Commission’s Articles on State Responsibility6 to establish whether they allow for the implementation of collective countermeasures. Next, it will examine current State practice with respect to collective countermeasures and cyber-specific collective action to inquire how these findings apply to cyberspace. Third, it will examine whether there are any collective obligations7 in cyberspace and lastly, it will offer a conclusion and an outlook concerning the question of whether a progressive development of international law to include collective countermeasures would be a good idea.

2. COLLECTIVE COUNTERMEASURES AND THE ILC’S ARTICLES ON STATE RESPONSIBILITY

A. Standing to Invoke the International Responsibility of a State

It is a fundamental principle of international law, indeed of law itself, that any breach of an obligation gives rise to a responsibility on the subject found in breach of that obligation.8 In most national legal systems, the competence to invoke this responsibility lies with the natural or legal person to whom the obligation was owed or, if the obligation is owed to society or society has a particular interest in ensuring respect for certain obligations (as in criminal or administrative law, for example), with the State. However, the enforcement of responsibility is limited solely to the State due to its internal sovereignty and exclusive competence to create and enforce the legal system applicable in that State. This is different in international law. Because the concept of State responsibility is a necessary corollary of State sovereignty,9 it is precisely the sovereign equality of States which puts limits on the competence to invoke and enforce the international responsibility of another State. Thus, in the traditional ‘Westphalian’ system the international community did not possess
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7 Which are to be understood as obligations applicable between a group of States and established in some collective interest, ARSIWA Commentaries, Article 48 para 7.


centralised enforcement structures and the invocation of responsibility was a bilateral matter. In other words, only States which were directly injured by the violation of an international obligation have standing to invoke the international responsibility of the violating State.

To induce or coerce the violating State to abide by its international obligations towards the injured State, the latter employed a series of measures ranging from actions which are unfriendly or hostile (retorsions) to actions which normally are unlawful under international law, but are permitted because of the previous violation of an international obligation (reprisals). While belligerent reprisals are prohibited under Art. 2(4) of the UN Charter and the authority to enforce certain international obligations which are important for the preservation of international peace and security – such as the prohibition of the use of force – rests with the UN Security Council, the enforcement of bilateral obligations largely remains within the sphere of bilateral relations as a mechanism of ‘private justice’.

B. Discussion within the International Law Commission

Working on a mandate from the UN General Assembly to codify the principles of international law governing State responsibility, when the International Law Commission (ILC) considered the question of countermeasures, it also addressed whether such measures can only be taken bilaterally by the injured State against the responsible State or whether they may also be taken by other States. The 1996 draft of the Articles on State Responsibility was based on the bilateral model of responsibility where even the violation of multilateral obligations could lead only to bilateral enforcement between the injured and the responsible State. This has been found unsatisfactory by the ILC and, in particular, Special Rapporteur James Crawford, who believed that ‘countermeasures are no longer limited to breaches of bilateral obligations, or to responses taken by the State most directly injured’, but may be permissible against breaches of obligations erga omnes, i.e. actions deemed an offence against all members of the international community.
In his third report, Crawford understood the term ‘collective countermeasures’ to mean the right to react – in the public interest – against breaches of collective obligations to which the reacting States are parties, even though they were not individually injured by the breach. It is important to stress that these collective countermeasures only refer to reactions taken by one State or by a group of States each acting in its individual capacity, and not institutional reactions within the framework of international organisations such as the United Nations. After an examination of State practice, the Special Rapporteur concluded that there were a ‘considerable number of instances’ where non-injured States ‘have taken measures against a target State in response to prior violations of collective obligations by that State’. Examples included the trade embargo imposed by the European Community, Australia, Canada and New Zealand against Argentina after it invaded the Falkland Islands, or those against Iraq after its invasion of Kuwait. However, he admitted that practice does not allow ‘clear conclusions to be drawn as to the existence of a right of States to resort to countermeasures in the absence of injury’. Nevertheless, Crawford saw support for the view that a State which was injured by a breach of a multilateral obligation ‘should not be left alone to seek redress for the breach’. Crawford’s proposals were taken up by the Drafting Committee, which included them in Draft Article 54 [2000] to the effect that ‘Any State entitled […] to invoke the responsibility of a State may take countermeasures at the request and on behalf of any State injured by the breach’.

However, in the ensuing debate in the ILC, the views on collective countermeasures were split. Supporters claimed that the main purpose of collective countermeasures was to provide a viable alternative to the use of force and was the essential consequence of serious breaches of community norms without which States would be powerless to enforce these norms. Opponents argued twofold: first, that the existing State practice did not support the conclusion that international law allows imposition of countermeasures by non-injured States and, second, that serious breaches of obligations owed to the international community as a whole were in principle a matter for the UN Security Council. Views were similarly split in the debate in the Sixth Committee of the UN General Assembly, with some States supporting Draft Article 54, while others argued that collective countermeasures were neither lex lata nor lex ferenda but lex horrenda.
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Article 54 [2000] and others voicing concerns about the potential abuse of collective countermeasures by powerful States\(^{29}\) and potential conflict with the competences of the UN Security Council.\(^{30}\) In the end, due to the difficult problems raised by the concept of collective countermeasures, some States proposed to accommodate the differing views by replacing Draft Article 54 [2000] with a savings clause.\(^{31}\)

**C. Final Draft of the Articles on State Responsibility**

The ILC ultimately decided not to take a position on collective countermeasures, admitting that ‘there appears to be no clearly recognised entitlement of [non-injured States] to take countermeasures in the collective interest’.\(^{32}\) In consequence, under Art. 48 ARSIWA, States other than the injured State may invoke the international responsibility of another State if it breaches a collective obligation, i.e. if the obligation breached is owed to a group of States and established for the protection of a collective interest of the group (Article 48(1)(a))\(^{33}\) or if it breaches an obligation owed to the international community as a whole (Article 48(1)(b)).\(^{34}\) However, invoking responsibility under this provision is limited to requesting of the responsible State cessation, non-repetition or performance or a combination thereof (Article 48(2)), all of which stops short of permitting any enforcement action by the non-injured State. Additionally, a savings clause was inserted into Art. 54 ARSIWA to the effect that nothing in the chapter on countermeasures prejudices the right of a State entitled under Art. 48 to take ‘lawful measures’ to ensure cessation and reparation.

Two major conclusions can be drawn from the analysis so far. First, that the Articles on State Responsibility in their current form do not endorse, but neither do they preclude the imposition of countermeasures by groups of States other than the injured State. Such collective countermeasures would, therefore, be lawful if it were established that there is sufficient State practice and *opinio iuris* to support the existence of an international customary rule allowing for collective countermeasures. Second, however, under Art. 48 ARSIWA, non-injured States would only have standing to invoke the responsibility of another State if the obligation breached is either owed to a group of States and established for the protection of collective interest (so-called *erga omnes partes* obligations)\(^{35}\) or to the international community as a whole (so-called *erga omnes* obligations).\(^{36}\) The next steps of the analysis will, therefore, examine whether international law has evolved to include a customary norm allowing for
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collective countermeasures and whether cyberattacks may violate the abovementioned types of collective obligations.

3. COLLECTIVE COUNTERMEASURES IN INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE

A. Collective Countermeasures in post-2000 State Practice

In recent years, two major studies by Katselli Proukaki and Dawidowicz, and several shorter analyses have examined whether collective or third-party countermeasures are permissible under customary international law. Both Dawidowicz and Katselli Proukaki have given extensive examples of measures instituted by States not directly injured by the violation of community norms against the responsible State, which may be characterised as countermeasures, including many which were not considered by the ILC. Post-2001 (i.e. after the ILC Articles on State Responsibility were adopted), they list, for instance, collective action by the European Union and 26 other States against Burma (as it then was), by various Western and Arab States against Syria and most recently by Western States against Russia.

The actions against Syria followed President Bashar al-Assad’s violent suppression of peaceful protests in 2011 and the subsequent civil war, in which the Syrian regime committed countless atrocities and breaches of human rights and IHL norms. Sanctions against Syrian officials and the Syrian State have been imposed by the EU, 10 other European States and by the US. These included freezing the assets of the Central Bank of Syria, which are otherwise immune from seizure under customary rules of State immunity. The League of Arab States and its successor the Arab League have also imposed sanctions on Syria, ranging from the exclusion from participation in League meetings (for which there is no clear foundation in the applicable treaty) to freezing Syrian government assets and a ban on civil aviation. Based on the measures imposed, which included the violation of treaty obligations and other applicable
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norms of international law, the only reasonable justification for these actions is their character as third-party countermeasures.

The most recent example of the imposition of collective countermeasures is the case of the Russian annexation of Crimea. The facts are well known, but it is useful to briefly recall that by sending troops into Crimea and conducting an illegal referendum which ended in the annexation of the region, Russia committed acts which a majority of commentators consider to constitute an act of aggression and a violation of the right to self-determination of the Ukrainian people. As both norms have *erga omnes* character, States other than Ukraine may also impose countermeasures to induce Russia to respect Ukrainian sovereignty and self-determination. Consequently, both the US and EU have imposed restrictive measures against certain Russian citizens involved in the takeover of Crimea and unilateral sanctions against Russia’s defence, energy and financial sectors. As financial transactions are covered by GATS, the EU measures have to be regarded as violations of an international obligation, but their wrongfulness is precluded due to their character as countermeasures. In consequence, the measures adopted against Russia by certain States may serve as other examples of third-party countermeasures against violations of *erga omnes* obligations.

These examples, and others analysed by Dawidowicz and Katselli Proukaki, demonstrate that there is widespread post-2001 State practice which seems to support the conclusion that customary international law does permit the imposition of collective countermeasures against violations of obligations *erga omnes (partes)*. Importantly, the Syrian example shows that not only Western States, but also the wider international community use sanctions as instruments to induce compliance with the most important community obligations. The present author would agree that there are indeed many examples of impositions of restrictive measures and sanctions by States, but it has to be noted that most of those examples refer to actions taken by Western States, which might suggest that State practice is predominately ‘Western’ and thus not sufficiently universal to create a norm of customary international law. However, examples of non-Western collective countermeasures – such as in Syria – also exist. Unfortunately, less frequent are statements of *opinio iuris* by the acting States which would allow us to understand the legal basis for particular collective actions. A few such statements do exist and, as Dawidowicz argues, normative intent can also be deduced from consistent practice. In consequence, the argument can
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be made that collective countermeasures against States committing breaches of *erga omnes (partes)* obligations are lawful under customary international law, and thus not precluded by the Articles on State Responsibility by virtue of the savings clause of Article 54 ARSIWA.

**B. Statements on International Law in Cyberspace**

Both the GGE Report of 2015 \(^{52}\) and individual States confirm the general applicability of the law of State responsibility to State actions in cyberspace. However, other than stating that ‘States must meet their international obligations regarding internationally wrongful acts attributable to them under international law’ \(^{53}\), the GGE Report gives no guidance on how certain concepts of State responsibility apply. In addition, there was significant opposition from some States in the 2016–17 GGE against the inclusion in the report of more specific references to countermeasures which, in the end, was not adopted. \(^{54}\) However, no State argued for a cyberspace-specific *lex specialis* of State responsibility. \(^{55}\)

Until January 2020, only two States had addressed the question of collective countermeasures. One is Estonia, which argued for the permissibility of collective countermeasures, subject to proportionality and as a means of last resort, where diplomatic action is insufficient and no lawful recourse to the use of force exists. \(^{56}\) It has to be noted that Estonia did not claim that collective countermeasures are already permissible under international law, but was ‘furthering’ the position that non-injured States may apply countermeasures. The other State which has presented its views on collective countermeasures is France, which rejected the applicability of collective countermeasures in cyberspace. \(^{57}\) France argued that under current international law collective countermeasures are not authorised, ‘which rules out the possibility of France taking such measures in response to an infringement of another State’s rights’. \(^{58}\) Given that no other States have declared their views on this matter thus far, no clear common position can be discerned and the issue remains contentious.


\(^{53}\) GGE Report 2015, para 28(f).
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C. Examples of Cyber-Specific Collective Action
In recent years, States have in certain instances started to coordinate their responses to cyberattacks. The most notable forms of cooperation include collective attribution and cyber restrictive measures, which may be employed by EU Member States against the perpetrators of cyberattacks. However, none of these examples of collective action in cyberspace can be qualified as collective countermeasures.

1) Collective Attributions
While attribution by individual States can take many forms including criminal indictments, economic sanctions, technical alerts or official statements,⁵⁹ collective attributions mostly take place as a series of coordinated statements or press releases by a number of States. For instance, in December 2017 the UK,⁶⁰ US,⁶¹ Australia,⁶² Canada,⁶³ New Zealand⁶⁴ and Japan⁶⁵ released coordinated statements attributing the WannaCry ransomware attack to North Korea. Similar coordinated attributions followed the NotPetya cyberattacks,⁶⁶ the Russian hacking attempt of the OPCW which was jointly denounced by the UK and the Netherlands⁶⁷ and most recently the Russian cyberattacks against Georgia in 2018.⁶⁸ It has to be noted that public attributions alone, if not followed by enforcement action, do not infringe a State’s rights under international law because international law does not prohibit one State from commenting on another State’s actions, as long as such comments do not amount to coercion in regard to the other State’s internal affairs.⁶⁹ Since they do not infringe

⁶⁶ Eichensehr (n 59) 17.
another State’s rights, these public attributions do not constitute internationally wrongful acts which would need to be justified under the doctrine of countermeasures. At most, they might qualify as retorsions, i.e. reactions which do not interfere with the target State’s rights under international law.70

2) Cyber Restrictive Measures
On 17 May 2019, the Council of the European Union adopted its decision concerning restrictive measures against cyber-attacks threatening the Union or its Member States.71 By virtue of this decision, the Union and the Member States may apply restrictive measures (i.e. sanctions) against natural or legal persons who are responsible for (attempted) cyber-attacks with (potentially) significant effect constituting an external threat to the Union or its Member States (Article 1). These sanctions include travel bans on natural persons (Article 4) and the freezing of assets of natural and legal persons (Article 5). As both the travel bans and asset freezes affect the rights of individuals and entities present on the territory of EU Member States, the regulations fall within their territorial jurisdiction and therefore the imposition of such restrictive measures does not normally violate obligations owed to other States. In cases where it might, for instance with respect to the immunities of a person affected by restrictive measures, the Council Decision provides a series of exceptions (Article 4(3)). Therefore, it has to be concluded that these restrictive measures, even if imposed collectively, cannot be regarded as countermeasures.

3) ‘Persistent Engagement’ and ‘Defending Forward’
It is, however, possible that States conduct cyber operations which may be qualified as third-party countermeasures. Under the doctrine of persistent engagement, the US has begun to take a pro-active stance in cyberspace and to ‘maintain a forward presence’ there.72 This includes working with allies in friendly and foreign networks to counter malicious cyber operations against them.73 If such operations are conducted against the network of the perpetrator State of a cyberattack and in response to a prior violation of international law owed to the affected third State by the targeted State, scholarly opinion74 and certain States75 might qualify this as a violation of the target State’s sovereignty, rendering the operation a (third-party) countermeasure if conducted in response to a prior violation of international law by the targeted State. However, at the
time of writing, the US has not admitted to having conducted cyber operations against foreign targets in defence of a third State’s rights under international law. Therefore, the existence of State practice in this regard cannot be confirmed from open sources.

4. IN SEARCH OF COLLECTIVE OBLIGATIONS IN CYBERSPACE

Based on the preceding findings two conclusions must be drawn. First, there is sufficient practice to support the finding that after the adoption of the ILC Articles on State Responsibility, international law has evolved to accept the imposition of not only individual but also collective countermeasures. Second, however, collective countermeasures are only permissible against violations of collective obligations. It is, therefore, necessary to inquire whether cyberattacks may violate such collective obligations.

A. Do ‘Typical’ Cyber Operations Violate Collective Obligations?

International instruments do not provide a definitive list of collective obligations of States. The ARSIWA Commentaries clarify that collective obligations under Art. 48(1)(a) ARSIWA, sometimes also referred to as ‘obligations erga omnes partes’, must transcend the sphere of bilateral relations of the States parties to the treaty establishing that obligation. Such obligations must protect a collective interest over and above the individual interests of States. Examples of community interests protected by international law may include the protection of common goods in international environmental law, standards of protection for a group of people, especially within human rights law, or international common spaces such as the moon or celestial bodies. The International Court of Justice confirmed that, for instance, the Genocide Convention serves a common interest rather than individual interests of States. Similarly, obligations under Art. 48(1)(b) ARSIWA, are owed to the international community as a whole and all States have a legal interest in their protection. These obligations erga omnes include the prohibition of aggression and genocide, protection of basic rights of the human person, including protection from slavery and racial discrimination, the right of peoples to self-determination and fundamental rules of international humanitarian law.

76 ARSIWA Commentaries Art. 48 para 7.
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84 Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Advisory Opinion, [2004] ICJ Rep 136, paras 155-159.
With this in mind, it seems quite clear that the vast majority of cyber operations do not violate collective obligations. It may be conceivable that certain types of cyberattacks during armed conflict would violate IHL rules such as the principles of proportionality or distinction. However, it is rather unlikely that peacetime cyber operations would breach environmental rules or the prohibitions against torture, slavery or genocide. State declarations on the applicability of international law to cyber operations typically discuss whether cyber operations may violate the prohibition on the use of force, the principle of non-intervention and territorial sovereignty. None of these rules are established for the protection of community interests (possibly with the exception of Art. 2(4) UN Charter), as there is no community interest in the non-interference in the internal affairs or territorial sovereignty of a particular State; rather they protect individual rights of affected States. Thus, a breach of these norms may not be invoked by non-injured States to institute (collective) countermeasures against the responsible State.

B. The Obligation to Protect the ‘Public Core of the Internet’ as a Potential Cyber-specific Community Interest Norm

It is, however, possible that cyber-specific community interests exist. A potential cyber-specific norm serving the community interest of all States may be the obligation to protect the ‘public core of the internet’.

1) The Concept of the Public Core of the Internet

The concept of the ‘public core of the internet’ was first introduced in a report written for the Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy by Dennis Broeders. The report made the argument that certain parts of the internet – its main protocols and infrastructure, which are responsible for the interoperability of networks and the global availability of content, services and resources – constitute the internet’s ‘public core’, which is increasingly under threat of disruptive action by States. However, given the importance of the internet in today’s world, those parts of the internet which guarantee its universality, interoperability, accessibility, integrity, availability and confidentiality and therefore its functioning as a global system should be regarded as a global public good and protected from interference.
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The idea was taken up and further developed by the cyber policy community. In November 2017 the Global Commission on the Stability of Cyberspace (GCSC) issued a call to protect the public core of the internet, which stated that ‘without prejudice to their rights and obligations, state and non-state actors should not conduct or knowingly allow activity that intentionally and substantially damages the general availability or integrity of the public core of the internet, and therefore the stability of cyberspace’.\textsuperscript{90} The public core of the internet was also endorsed in the Paris Call for Trust and Security in Cyberspace of 12 November 2018,\textsuperscript{91} which included a commitment to implementing cooperative measures to ‘[p]revent activity that intentionally and substantially damages the general availability or integrity of the public core of the internet’.\textsuperscript{92} At the time of writing, the Paris Call website lists 76 States (and a large number of NGOs, think tanks, private sector companies etc.) as supporters of the Call.\textsuperscript{93} While signing the Paris Call cannot be understood as evidence of \textit{opinio iuris} for the existence of an obligation to prevent activity damaging the availability or integrity of the Public Core, it shows that there is increasing understanding of the internet as a common good and the need to protect its critical functions.

Finally, the concept of the public core of the internet has already found its way into legislation. On 17 April 2019, the European Parliament and the Council adopted Regulation (EU) 2019/881, better known as the EU Cybersecurity Act.\textsuperscript{94} In Recital 23, the Regulation stipulates that the ‘public core of the open internet, namely its main protocols and infrastructure’ are a global public good.\textsuperscript{95} To protect this public good, the European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) shall ‘[assist] Member States and Union institutions, bodies, offices and agencies in developing and promoting cybersecurity policies related to sustaining the general availability or integrity of the public core of the open internet’.\textsuperscript{96}

2) Elements of the Public Core
As the concept of the public core is still under development, its elements are not yet fully defined. The Netherlands Scientific Council report limited it to the logical and physical layers of the internet as a deliberate ‘lowest common denominator’ approach to secure as much international support as possible for a norm to protect the core from malicious interference.\textsuperscript{97} At a minimum, this would include those elements of the logical layer (TCP/IP, DNS, routing protocols etc.), the physical layer (DNS servers,
sea cables) and an organisational layer (internet exchanges, CERTs), which are necessary to ensure the proper functioning of the global internet from a technological standpoint. Similarly, the GCSC Call and Final Report defined the concept of the public core as including ‘such critical elements of the infrastructure of the internet as packet routing and forwarding, naming and numbering systems, the cryptographic mechanisms of security and identity, transmission media, software, and data centers’. The Paris Call for Trust and Security in Cyberspace did not specify the elements of the public core of the internet, but it is clear from the accompanying examples given on the official website that it should include the Domain Name System and other critical protocols. More helpful in this regard is the EU Cybersecurity Act, which includes in the public core key protocols (such as DNS, BGP and IPv6), the operation of the domain name system and the operation of the root zone.

In consequence, while the concept is still evolving and despite remaining uncertainties, it seems clear that there is growing consensus that the public core of the internet should at least include the key protocols, the domain name system and the root zone, as described in the EU Cybersecurity Act.

3) Towards an International Collective Obligation to Protect the Public Core?

In the opinion of the present author, the obligation to protect the public core of the internet is a good candidate for a cyber-specific community interest norm. The proper functioning of the public core affects the international community because an attack against the DNS system or key internet protocols would affect every State with an internet connection. By its design and intended function, the obligation to protect the public core is not concerned with the rights of individual States, but rather with the proper functioning of a common good. For these reasons, all States would have an interest in the protection of the public core.

Of course, we are still a long way from the protection of the public core of the internet becoming a legal obligation of *erga omnes (partes)* character. However, as the Paris Call shows, there is international momentum acknowledging and supporting the need to set up a norm protecting it, and in the EU Cybersecurity Act, the first legislative steps have been taken. It is, therefore, conceivable that this momentum will generate further steps to first acknowledge the existence of a soft-law ‘cyber norm’ to protect the public core. The current deliberations of the UN Group of Governmental Experts and the Open-ended Working Group seem encouraging for such a step. Once the obligation to protect the public core gains recognition within the UN system, it might then follow the path taken by some environmental norms. For instance, the 1992
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Rio Declaration\textsuperscript{102} contains as non-binding principles the obligation to undertake environmental impact assessments (Principle 17) and the principle of sustainable development (Principle 4). Due to their proliferation in international treaties, soft law and national legislation, the International Court of Justice has defined the obligation to undertake an environmental impact assessment as a ‘requirement under general international law’\textsuperscript{103} and has applied the principle of sustainable development as one of the factors in interpreting environmental treaties.\textsuperscript{104} The obligation to protect the public core of the internet might follow the same route.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

This analysis has shown that under current international law, States which fall victim to cyberattacks may count on collective support in two circumstances: where the cyberattack in question was sufficiently grave to constitute an armed attack so that other States may take action in collective self-defence, or where collective reactions are confined to actions which themselves do not amount to violations of international law. It is thus permissible for non-injured States to apply travel bans and asset freezes against individual perpetrators, but not to take offensive action in the networks of the responsible State if that action would violate the principle of non-intervention or that State’s sovereignty. However, international law is not static, but rather constantly changing and developing and the norm to protect the public core of the internet might and should evolve into a legally binding community norm, and all States would have a legal interest in its protection.

Apart from that, would the progressive development of international law to allow collective countermeasures in cyberspace against violations of any norm of international law be a good idea? There are certainly sound policy arguments which might support this proposition.\textsuperscript{105} First and foremost, the current legal regime limits the options for helping States facing even large-scale cyberattacks. If a State does not possess autonomous offensive cyber capabilities and other States are not allowed to conduct offensive cyber operations as third-party countermeasures, hacking back against the perpetrators of the attacks would either be impossible for the affected State (due to a lack of capabilities) or legally impermissible for third States possessing the necessary capabilities and willing to help. This might lead to a pressure on all States to acquire offensive cyber capabilities and in the meantime restrict the affected State to resort to slower, not in-kind countermeasures.\textsuperscript{106} Additionally, it might lead States to deny the applicability of the obligation to respect the territorial sovereignty

\textsuperscript{102} Rio Declaration on Environment and Development (1992), A/CONF.151/26, vol I.
\textsuperscript{103} Pulp Mills on the River Uruguay (Argentina v Uruguay), Judgment, [2010] ICJ Rep 14, para 204.
\textsuperscript{104} Ibid. para 177.
\textsuperscript{106} Ibid.
of a State in cyberspace to avoid simple hack-back cyber operations being qualified as violations of sovereignty and thus internationally wrongful acts, thereby avoiding the need for their justification as collective countermeasures.\textsuperscript{107} Finally, allowing collective countermeasures against violations of sovereignty or non-intervention in cyberspace would better take into account the specificity of cyber operations, in particular their clandestine nature. In such cases, a hack-back against the source of the cyberattack is often the most direct and effective way to cause the attacking State to stop the cyber operation by disabling the source of the threat, which is the idea of countermeasures in the first place.

In any case, it has to be concluded that Estonia has started a much needed and important discussion among States and scholars, for which it has to be congratulated. States should now – like France – take up this challenge and declare their position towards collective countermeasures. The UN GGE and OEWG would be good venues for such declarations.
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